
Edge powered by Wheeling Country Day School
We're bringing fearless learning to students everywhere,

transforming a ‘can’t do’ mindset into one filled with belief
and confidence in themselves. We believe in the potential of

every student to overcome their learning challenges. 

TURNING LEARNING DIFFERENCES
INTO LEARNING ADVANTAGES

Ready to create impact? Help students unlock their full
potential? Edge is a literacy and math learning program
designed to help students go from lost to confident. With our
specialized evidence-based assessment techniques, we are
able to discover the ways our students learn best. We're
transforming weaknesses into strengths so students can
excel in and out the classroom.

All students should have the opportunity to learn in a fearless
environment and the ability to create meaningful connections in
order to discover their true potential. Our tutors build
relationships, empower our students and help them do more than
just survive. At Edge, we teach students to embrace the
challenges and beauty of a brain built differently while removing
the pain and chore of surviving school.  In short, we change
minds. That’s the power of learning fearlessly. 

edgefearlesslearning.com/become-tutor/
304-232-2430

Learn more:
Theresa Kowcheck
Director of Edge 
tkowcheck@wcdsedu.com

Become an Edge tutor 
$20/hour compensation

"I thought I would never be able to read... I have been taught to read and
spell. This has been the best year of my life.  -Gus, alumni

INTRODUCING EDGE:
A Literacy and Math
Virtual Learning
Program

https://www.wcdsedu.com/cml/


Learn more: Theresa Kowcheck, Director of Edge, tkowcheck@wcdsedu.com

Connect with us to learn more. In the meantime, click here to watch this brief video on
Edge to learn what it means to say it’s possible here. Do the work you are most
passionate about and join our movement to create a country where every student
feels a sense of belonging in the learning community.

Get connected to students most in need of your services with clinical practicum
hours for certification.

Our tutors share a vision of engaged learning that sparks a student to think
independently, communicate effectively, and create without bounds. Our structured
literacy and math methods ensure our students enjoy the ongoing learning process
rather than focus on a fixed result. Join our enthusiastic tutors who are transforming
‘can’t do’ mindsets into those filled with belief and confidence.

CONNECT TO
STUDENTS WHO
NEED YOUR HELP

Empower students with
fearless learning.

Have a virtual meeting with
Edge staff to learn more and
enroll as a tutor.

HERE'S HOW TO JOIN OUR MOVEMENT

Let your education department know that you
are interested in becoming an Edge tutor. 

Connect now
edgefearlesslearning.com/become-tutor/

We’re a non-profit organization committed to celebrating differences and
bringing fearless learning to students everywhere. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bxfOfi_WyJ4
http://edgefearlesslearning.com/become-tutor/

